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Program Outline
The Roundtable will include 45-50 participants (by invitation only) and will have a diverse program, with a mix of papers (i.e., oral
 talks, either long or short), workshops and project/lesson/technology demonstrations, all followed by extensive discussions and
 small group work. There will also be a poster session. In addition, a cordial social program will includes a reception on the first
 evening and an (optional, extra cost) boat cruise +dinner on one of the evenings, plus a friendly atmosphere within the unique
 building of the Max-Planck Institute, with many opportunities for informal chats and small-group work with other participants.

We encourage submissions by colleagues from diverse backgrounds, including from researchers, graduate students, statisticians and
 educators in universities and other academic or R&D institutions, cognitive scientists, high-school (secondary) teachers and trainers,
 professionals from official statistics agencies, public agencies and the media, and technology specialists.

More details about the program will be published shortly.

Key dates
Below are key deadlines for each role, and for all participants. See more details in the Guidelines for Submission under the Notices
 menu (especially sections 5 and 6).

For Paper presenter (long/short oral), Workshop / Demonstration Lesson teacher
15 Nov 2015  Deadline for submission of structured abstract (300 words) + brief description of personal background (50-

80 words)
15 Dec 2015  IPC informs authors of decision & provisional acceptance (see note 1)
31 Jan 2016  Submit first draft of paper for refereeing
31 March 2016  IPC sends refereeing results + notification of final (formal) acceptance
1 June 2016  Upload revised paper to conference website

For Poster
10 Dec 2015  Deadline for submission of structured abstract (300 words) + brief description of personal background (50-80

 words).
15 Jan 2016  IPC informs authors of decision & acceptance

For Discussant or Group Leader
10 Dec 2015  Submit extended description of personal background (200-300 words)
15 Jan 2016  IPC informs about decision & acceptance
5 June 2016  Get access to paper(s) for which you have to be a Discussant / Group

 leader

All participants/authors (in all roles)
1 February  Early Registration (reduced fees) starts
1 May  Regular registration (higher fees) start
1 June  Registration closes. To be included in the program, by June 1 all invited participants must register.
19 July  Roundtable begins - Opening reception: 09:00 on 19 July, 2015
22 July  Roundtable ends - Closing by 16:00
24-30 July  13th ICME congress in Hamburg (Opening: early evening 26 July)
31 Oct 2016  Final papers and summaries by Discussant/Group Leader submitted for online Conference

 Proceedings
15 Dec 2016  Publication of online Proceedings on the IASE website
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Note 1 - about provisional acceptance: A "Provisional acceptance" means that an author is invited to the Roundtable - but on
 condition that the author indeed submits by Jan 31 a draft paper (developed based on the abstract) for the refereeing process, and
 commits to revise the draft based on the refereeing feedback and then upload a revised version by June 1. We clarify that the main
 purpose of the refereeing is to provide constructive feedback to authors whose abstract and background were found provisionally
 suitable, so they can improve their written paper before uploading to the conference website by June 1, 2016. However the IPC may
 have to reject a submission, even after provisional acceptance, if the results of the refereeing process are too negative or a draft
 paper was not submitted by Jan 31.
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